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Torah Aliyot  

1. 6:8-18 (6:1-11 Hebrew Version) 

2. 6:19 – 7:10 (6:12 – 7:10 Heb.) 

3. 7:11-38 

4. 8:1-13 

5. 8:14-21 

6. 8:22-29 

7. 8:30-36 

8. Maftir: 8:33-36 

Haftarah: Jeremiah 7:21 – 8:3; 9:22 - 23  

Apostolic writings: Mathew 4:1 – 6:34  

Tsav  “Command”  

First Aliyah, 6:8-18  

[Lev 6:9 HNV] 9 "Command Aharon and his 

sons, saying, 'This is the law of the burnt 

offering: the burnt offering shall be on the 

hearth on the altar all night until the 

morning; and the fire of the altar shall be 

kept burning on it.- This portion of the Torah 

that initiates Parasha 25, continues to give us 

insight and understanding of His 

commandments (Tsav: Command) given to 

Moshe so that He can then pass them down to 

Aaron and his children.  Within all the 

commandments given, we find the 

commandment to ensure that at all costs the 

fire on the altar was never to go off and it must 

maintain voracious enough to ensure the total 

burning of the holocaust with all its organs.  

Within this portion there are specific 

instructions for Aaron and his children.  The 

instructions given in the previous parasha were 

for the people, however, in this parasha the 

instructions are specific to the priests regarding 

to the sacrifices that were previously 

mentioned (cyclical scriptural writing).  As we 

begin to see how Torah reveals its information 

to us, we learn to be patient and trust in the 

plan of YHWH as we know that he has yet to 

manifest His fullness to us.  First, He gives us 

an overview understanding of things, then the 

Ruaj (Spirit) reveals deeper details regarding 

the things already revealed. Torah has been 

written to harmonize with the human mind, 

where the mind does not work lineal but in a 

spiral way.  That is, when a topic occurs, it 

does not continue a linear scheme, but it 

follows an upward spiral movement.  And 

keeping a life in obedience to Torah, leads our 

soul to ascend (Aliyah) spiritually. Dr. Blad 

comments that: “There were several fires burnt 

on the altar.  Rabbis do not agree on the exact 

amount there was on the altar.  It is said there 

were between two to four different fires.  One 

of those was to be kept burning at all times as 

it is written in this verse and in verses 12 and 

13.  [Lev 6:12-13 HNV] 12 The fire on the altar 

shall be kept burning on it, it shall not go out; 

and the Kohen shall burn wood on it every 

morning: and he shall lay the burnt offering in 

order upon it, and shall burn on it the fat of the 

shalom offerings. 13 Fire shall be kept burning 

on the altar continually; it shall not go out”.  

The Torah emphasizes three times that the fire 

is to be kept burning continually.  We know that 

a fire needs three ingredients for it to burn and 

not go out: fuel, oxygen and heat.  If any of 

these are missing, the fire will not burn.  The 

fire that was on the altar of the Mishkan had 

descended from heaven.  The priests were in 

charge of keeping the fire constant.  The heat 

was preserved in the flames and in the burned 
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coals.  The oxygen was from the ambient wind; 

and all that was missing was the wood.   

This teaches us the importance of keeping the 

celestial fire burning on the personal altar, that 

each and every one of us have inside.  Each 

morning we are to bring the firewood. What is 

firewood?  Firewood is the product of the life 

and the death of a tree.  It is written that Torah 

is as a tree of life: Prov. 3:18 [Pro 3:18 HNV] 

18 She is a tree of life to those who lay hold of 

her. Happy is everyone who retains her. 

And so Massiah compares Himself to a tree 

Luk 23:31 HNV] 31 For if they do these things 

in the green tree, what will be done in the dry?" 

John 15:1 [Jhn 15:1 HNV] 1 "I am the true 

vine, and my Father is the farmer. 

This teaches us that the fuel that feeds the fire 

in our hearts is Torah and the Messiah.  The 

life and the death of Messiah has generated 

enough firewood for us to continuously bring it 

to the altar and keep it burning eternally before 

HaShem.  Each morning, you should add more 

firewood to your heart and keep it burning 

before our Abba Kadosh.  

The firewood is added through prayer, worship 

and the study of scriptures that each believer 

practices every morning.  The only way to 

maintain the heavenly fire burning in our lives 

is by adding more firewood.  This is our daily 

task.  

The oxygen is part of the wind.  The Hebrew 

word for wind is “ruaj”.  Ruaj is also used for 

“Spirit”.  This teaches us that the oxygen for 

the heavenly fire is YHWH’s Ruaj; the Ruaj 

HaKodesh.  If the Ruaj HaKodesh is missing in 

our prayers, and our studying of Torah, the fire 

will go out.   

We must also keep the heat in our devotion to 

YHWH.  The heat symbolizes the love and 

devotion; in Hebrew this is “kavana”.  

LETS MAKE SURE THAT THE FIRE DOES 

NOT GO OUT IN YOUR LIFE.  

[Lev 6:16-18 HNV] 16 That which is left of it 

Aharon and his sons shall eat. It shall be 

eaten without yeast in a holy place. They 

shall eat it in the court of the Tent of 

Meeting 17 It shall not be baked with yeast. 

I have given it as their portion of my 

offerings made by fire. It is most holy, as 

the sin offering, and as the trespass 

offering. 18 Every male among the children 

of Aharon shall eat of it, as their portion 

forever throughout your generations, from 

the offerings of the LORD made by fire. 

Whoever touches them shall be holy.'"-  We 

can conclude the following with these verses: 

All “holy items” were eaten by the priests 

(these were sacrifices of a high level of 

Holiness), and only by men (21:21-22) “at the 

atrium of the tabernacle or in the Temple”.   

It was not eaten by the family of the priests 

and it was not eaten at home.  In other cases, 

the priest’s family did eat of the sacrifices (the 

least sacred sacrifices) but they remained all 

the guests were to be excluded from their 

tables as seen in Lev. 10:14.  

We also see the distinction that YHWH makes 

in between the men and the women, IN 

REGARDS TO THE SERVICE.  The man has 

a preeminence role to minister in the 

congregation and in the home, like teaching for 
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instance.  However, there is no difference 

between the two sexes in the service to Elohim 

according to the order of Malki-Tsedek, as it is 

written in Galatiyim [Gal 3:28 HNV] 28 There is 

neither Yehudi nor Yevanit, there is neither 

slave nor free man, there is neither male nor 

female; for you are all one in Messiah Yeshua.  

Dr. Blad adds the following:  The difference 

between both sexes has been established in 

this age by YHWH.  However, in the age to 

come, those that will be transformed will be 

neither male nor female, but instead will be like 

the angels in the heavens, as it is written in 

Mark. 12:25 [Mar 12:25 HNV] 25 For when 

they will rise from the dead, they neither marry, 

nor are given in marriage, but are like angels in 

heaven. 

We cannot confuse the ages (times or 

centuries).  Some preach that there is no 

longer any difference in the leadership 

between men and women in the messianic 

community.  But if the resurrection and the 

transformation has not occurred, we do not 

have the authority to erase these differences.  

Men are the ones who should bear the greater 

responsibility in the service to Adonai in the 

congregation, and at the home until the coming 

of Messiah and transforms us”.  

Second Aliyah, 6:19 – 7:10  

[Lev 6:20 HNV] 20 "This is the offering of 

Aharon and of his sons, which they shall 

offer to the LORD in the day when he is 

anointed: the tenth part of an efah of fine 

flour for a meal offering perpetually, half of 

it in the morning, and half of it in the 

evening.. –The secondary priests (kohanim) 

will give the offering of Olah (oblation) only on 

their day of initiation as priests.  But for the 

high priest (Kohen Gadol) he was commanded 

to do this on a daily basis as a “perpetual 

offering” as it’s also written in [Lev 6:22 HNV] 

22 The anointed Kohen that will be in his place 

from among his sons shall offer it. By a statute 

forever, it shall be wholly burnt to the LORD. 

Third Aliyah, 7:11-38 

[Lev 7:12 HNV] 12 If he offers it for a 

thanksgiving, then he shall offer with the 

sacrifice of thanksgiving unleavened 

cakes mixed with oil, and unleavened 

wafers anointed with oil, and cakes 

mixed with oil. –– As stated by Dr. Blad:  

“A thanksgiving act due to a miracle or a 

divine intervention, was expressed or 

manifested through a peace offering.  Psalm 

107 shows us four reasons onto why this 

offering was given:  

[Psa 107:4, 10, 17, 23 HNV] 4 They 

wandered in the wilderness in a desert way. 

They found no city to live in. ...  

10 Some sat in darkness and in the shadow 

of death, Being bound in affliction and iron, 

...  

17 Fools are afflicted because of their 

disobedience, And because of their 

iniquities. ...  

23 Those who go down to the sea in ships, 

Who do business in great waters; 
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[Psa 107:22 HNV] 22 Let them offer the 

sacrifices of thanksgiving, And declare his 

works with singing. 

The Psalmist also declared: [Psa 26:7 HNV] 

7 That I may make the voice of thanksgiving 

to be heard, And tell of all your wondrous 

works. 

[Psa 27:6 HNV] 6 Now my head will be lifted 

up above my enemies around me. I will offer 

sacrifices of joy in his tent. I will sing, yes, I 

will sing praises to the LORD. 

[Psa 50:14, 23 HNV] 14 Offer to God the 

sacrifice of thanksgiving. Pay your vows to 

Ha`Elyon. ... 23 Whoever offers the sacrifice 

of thanksgiving glorifies me, And prepares 

his way so that I will show God's salvation to 

him." 

[Psa 116:17 HNV] 17 I will offer to you the 

sacrifice of thanksgiving, And will call on the 

name of the LORD. 

In the age we are in, since there is no 

temple, besides our bodies as Rav. Shaul 

reminds us in Qorintiyim Alef [1Co 6:19 

HNV] 19 Or don't you know that your body is 

a temple of the Ruach HaKodesh which is in 

you, which you have from God? You are not 

your own” whomever has been delivered of 

any of the above mentioned four situations, 

must bring his offering with a thanksgiving 

heart to YHWH.  

[Lev 7:13 HNV] 13 With cakes of leavened 

bread he shall offer his offering with the 

sacrifice of his shalom offerings for 

thanksgiving.- “leavened bread”. Lev. 2:11-

12 says” [Lev 2:11 HNV] 11 "'No meal 

offering, which you shall offer to the LORD, 

shall be made with yeast; for you shall burn 

no yeast, nor any honey, as an offering 

made by fire to the LORD.   

However, in verse 7:13 we see that it was 

permissible to present an offering with yeast 

onto YHWH.  This was the condition and at 

the same time the distinction between this 

offering and others.  This also teaches us 

that YHWH has mercy towards the sinner 

that cultivates calamities through acts of 

disobedience, but YHWH is willing to still 

feast with one who repents from his sins as 

thought by Yeshua in Luke [Luk 15:7 HNV] 7 

I tell you that even so there will be more joy 

in heaven over one sinner who repents, than 

over ninety-nine righteous people who need 

no repentance. 

[Lev 7:14 HNV] 14 Of it he shall offer one out 

of each offering for a heave offering to the 

LORD. It shall be the Kohen's who sprinkles 

the blood of the shalom offerings. - The priest 

received a loaf from each type of oblation 

offering, a total of four different ones, in which 

corresponds to the tithe of the offering.  Therest 

of the loaves were eaten by the one who offered 

it.  

 

[Lev 7:20 HNV] 20 but the soul who eats of 

the flesh of the sacrifice of shalom offerings, 

that belongs to the LORD, having his 

uncleanness on him, that soul shall be cut 

off from his people.  Here we see the ritual 

impurity of the body in an individual. The 

punishment “karet” or “to be cut off from his 

people” implies that the affected one will be 
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excluded from the privileges of being part of His 

people and therefore His promises.  We can 

understand this concept from a spiritual 

perspective, the only one that can execute such 

sentence is YHWH himself, by cutting the soul 

from the spiritual source from where it comes 

from and execute a punishment.  This fact alerts 

us that minister the worship onto YHWH, as 

Adonai does not tolerate, we minister to Him in 

sin or under any unclean condition.  

 

This message here, as to the eating of the 

bread, symbolizes that we; His people, are the 

body of the Messiah as it is written in Qorintiyim 

Alef [1Co 10:17 HNV] 17 Because we, who are 

many, are one bread, one body; for we all 

partake of the one bread. 

 

[Lev 7:26 HNV] 26 You shall not eat any 

blood, whether it is of bird or of animal, in 

any of your dwellings. -  Does this mean we 

are allowed to eat the blood in fish that are 

kosher or of the locusts? Only the blood of the 

birds or terrestrial animals is prohibited?  The 

key word in this verse is “consume or eat” in 

which is referred to as ingest; many argue this, 

but this is a product of a wrong interpretation in 

which many confuse it and prohibit blood 

transfusion; this is an error.  Eating any food with 

blood is prohibited in Torah; any raw meats.  All 

meats must be well cooked.  This is one of the 

initial commandments to the born again;  

[Act 15:20 HNV] 20 but that we write to them that 

they abstain from the pollution of idols, from 

sexual immorality, from what is strangled, and 

from blood. 

 

[Lev 7:30 HNV] 30 With his own hands he 

shall bring the offerings of the LORD made 

by fire. He shall bring the fat with the breast, 

that the breast may be waved for a wave 

offering before the LORD. 

 

When the sacrifice was put to death, the one 

giving the sacrifice was to present the offering 

and bring it with his owns hands.  This was a 

manifestation of the joy within the one bringing 

the offering to Elohim.  He was to elevate the 

offering with his own hands as a sign that he 

acknowledged YHWH as the Elohim and creator 

of all things.  He was then to wave it side to side 

and then up and down as a sign that he 

considered YHWH as the Adon of all the earth.   

 

Thus, this exhortation is valid, be encouraged to 

feed on Mashiach YESHUA and celebrate Him 

who is our Peace offering.  This peace offering 

is not just for the priests, for the saints of higher 

ranking and eminences, but also for the faithful 

believer.  Many seek to repent and turn to 

YHWH when they are about to die; we should 

seek to eat the peace offering and eat of it NOW.  

Do not wait until the patience of YHWH is at its 

ending phases, none the less for the “third day”; 

for faith in yeshua from that moment on will be 

as ignored, even if you think you deserve it.  Lets 

choose Him and to obey Him NOW and we will 

not be disregarded by Him: 

[Jhn 6:37 HNV] 37 All those who the Father 

gives me will come to me. Him who comes to me 

I will in no way throw out. 

[Psa 118:24 HNV] 24 This is the day that the 

LORD has made. We will rejoice and be glad in 

it! 
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Fourth Aliyah, 8:1-13 

[Lev 8:2-3 HNV] 2 "Take Aharon and his 
sons with him, and the garments, and the 
anointing oil, and the bull of the sin 
offering, and the two rams, and the basket 
of matzah; 3 and assemble all the 
congregation at the door of the Tent of 
Meeting."  The consecration of Aharon and his 
sons had been ordained long before 
(Shemot/Exodus 29), however, here the 
ceremony is described thoroughly. It was 
conducted according to the ordinances 
prescribing the offerings. The presence of all 
the congregation of the children of Yisrael at 
the gate of the Mishkan, indicates both that the 
consecration of Aharon to the highest position 
of the Kehunah (Kohen Gadol) was not a 
personal initiative or a family arrangement 
between Moshe and him instead, that by divine 
appointment, the priest office was being 
consecrated in the presence of the 
congregation of the children of Yisrael as a 
witness of all the magnificent ceremonies 
commanded by Yahweh.  

[Lev 8:6 HNV] 6 Moshe brought Aharon and 

his sons, and washed them with water. 

–For the ceremony of consecration, Moshe 

washed Aharon and his sons completely 

although the command was to wash their hands 

and feet before entering in the service in the 

Mishkan. The symbolic ablution was a way to 

teach those handling the holy utensils and 

ministering before Yahweh in the Mishkan of the 

necessity of internal pureness and the 

expressed obligation to be holy.  

 

[Lev 8:7 HNV] 7 He put the coat on him, tied 

the sash on him, clothed him with the robe, 

put the efod on him, and he tied the skillfully 

woven band of the efod on him, and fastened 

it to him with it.–The splendor of the ministering 

vestments and the sumptuous mitre, were 

undoubtedly intended to produce a solemn 

respect in the congregation toward the minister 

of Yahweh. In like manner, this served the 

purpose of instilling in Aharon and his sons an 

immaculate conduct, the fruit of a character 

resulting from the fear of Yahweh. In the same 

way, Yahweh expects that His ministers’ 

conduct be without spot, or wrinkle, or any such 

thing, without blemish in order to please Him 

while giving praise to His Name.       

  

[Lev 8:12 HNV] 12 He poured some of the 

anointing oil on Aharon's head, and anointed 

him, to sanctify him. 

–According to Rashí “First, Moshe poured oil on 

Aharon’s head, then he put some oil between his 

eyelashes rubbing it from one eye to the other.” 

This will be discussed in Vayikra/Leviticus 

10:7; 21:10 because these verses highlight the 

importance of this event of sanctifying or 

separating utensils and persons for His service 

exclusively. It is worth noting that the word the 

we use to refer to our Savior is Mashiaj which 

means “Anointed”. This word is not a word 

devised by men as part of a religious jargon. In 

fact, it was divinely established in the prophesy 

of Yeshayahu/Isaiah 61:1-2. Seven hundred 

years after, Yahshua fulfilled the prophesy when 

He started His ministry. “The Spirit of Yahweh is 

upon me, because he hath anointed me to 

preach the gospel to the poor; he hath sent me 

to heal the brokenhearted, to preach deliverance 

to the captives, and recovering of sight to the 

blind, to set at liberty them that are bruised, to 
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preach the acceptable year of Yahweh 

(Hilel/Luke 4:18-19).”   

 

 

Sacrifice of Peace offering, Shelamim offering1 

(zebah shelamim korbano) 

 
Fifth Aliyah, 8:14-21 

[Lev 8:14 HNV] 14 He brought the bull of the 
sin offering, and Aharon and his sons laid 
their hands on the head of the bull of the sin 
offering.–This is an opportune expression of his 
sense of indignity with a public and solemn 
confession of his personal sins transferring the 
blame onto the animal to be sacrificed. Aharon 
and his sons were sinners too; weak men as 
expressed in the epistle Ivrim/Hebrew 7:28 “For 
the law maketh men high priests which have 
infirmity and for this reason “they had to offer up 
sacrifice, first for his own sins, and then for the 
people's.”; “Who can have compassion on the 
ignorant, and on them that are out of the way; 
for that he himself also is compassed with 
infirmity. And by reason hereof he ought, as for 
the people, so also for himself, to offer for sins 
(Ivrim/Hebrew 5:2-3).”   
 

[Lev 8:15 HNV] 15 He killed it; and Moshe 
took the blood, and put it on the horns of 
the altar round about with his finger, and 
purified the altar, and poured out the blood 
at the base of the altar, and sanctified it, to 
make atonement for it. –The blood upon the 
horns of the altar: The horn represents power 

(“qeren" ֶקֶרן H7161). It also represents the 

head or authority. This act denotes that blood 

 
 

has the power to atone for sins. This is a type 
of the blood of Mashiaj. Korintyim Alef/1 
Corinthians 11:25; Efesyim/Ephesians 1:7, 
2:13; Kolosim/Colossians 1:14, 20.  

Sixth Aliyah, 8:2-29 
 
[Lev 8:22 HNV] 22 He presented the other 
ram, the ram of consecration: and Aharon 
and his sons laid their hands on the head 
of the ram. 
 Verses 22-23 display the entire consecration 
ceremony to the Kehunah (Priest Office). After 
the sin offering and the burnt offering were 
presented, it was the time for the Shelamim 
offering (peace offering) by which they 
expressed their gratitude for being in the 
service of Yahweh Elohim of Yisrael. Thus, 
achieving an intimate communion with Him as 
ministers of the sanctuary so that they were 
confident that in all certainty Yahweh shall 
assist them in all their holy duties. This is also 
true today for the faithful ministers who trust in 
the help of Yahweh for their everyday 
ministerial duties. 

The first ram was for the burnt offering (Olah), 
a symbol of total surrender onto Yahweh. The 
second ram was the ram of consecration. The 

Hebrew word for consecration is “millû'” א  ִמלֻּ

H4394 which means a fulfilling (only in plural), 
that is, (literally) a setting (of gems), or 
(technically) consecration (also concretely a 
dedicatory sacrifice). Therefore, it may be 
inferred the significance of being called and 
ordained to the ministry. 

Verse 23, describes how Moshe put of the 
blood upon the tip of their right ear, and upon 
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the thumbs of their right hands, and upon the 
great toes of their right feet. The blood of 
Yahshua HaMashiaj has an impact in these 
three areas of the one who is purified: 

1. What we hear. 
2. What we do. 
3. Where we go. 

The right side represents the authority and 
power of Him that makes the work. Every 
kohen must choose to listen to Elohim only, to 
do only what He demands, and go only to 
where He guides you.    

 Seventh Aliyah, 8:30-36 

 

[Lev 8:28 HNV] 28 Moshe took them from 

their hands, and burned them on the altar on 

the burnt offering. They were a consecration 

for a sweet savor. It was an offering made by 

fire to the LORD. 

–The consecration offering was upon the burnt 
offering (Olah). This is an indication that the 
Priest Office (Kehunah) was a ministry of 
entire devotion onto Yahweh. a servant of 
Yahweh is required to be totally devoted to Him 
otherwise his ministry will not be a sweet savor 
onto Him.    

[Lev 8:30 HNV] 30 Moshe took some of the 
anointing oil, and some of the blood which 
was on the altar, and sprinkled it on 
Aharon, on his garments, and on his sons, 
and on his sons' garments with him, and 
sanctified Aharon, his garments, and his 
sons, and his sons' garments with him. –
The anointing oil and the blood are taken from 
the altar. The anointing of every kohen and his 
sanctification depend on the atonement and 

the sacrifice of the Lamb of Yahweh. These 
two elements were sprinkled on Aharon and 
his garments. Both the person and his 
garments were sanctified. We must dress in 
such a way we can be distinguished from other 
persons.    

[Lev 8:33 HNV] 33 You shall not go out from 
the door of the Tent of Meeting seven days, 
until the days of your consecration are 
fulfilled: for he shall consecrate you seven 
days. –After the preliminary ceremonies, they 
still had to stay seven days in the court of the 
Mishkan (night and day). For all seven days, 
the same sacrifice rituals were performed as 
the first day. They had been warned that even 
the slightest violation in conducting the rituals 
would result in their death.    

[Lev 8:35 HNV] 35 At the door of the Tent of 

Meeting you shall stay day and night seven 

days, and keep the charge of the LORD, that 

you don't die: for so I am commanded." 

–It was a matter of life and death for the Kohen 
Gadol and his sons. And so, it is nowadays for 
the believer in Yahshua HaMashiaj; obedience 
and humbleness are a response to his 
substitutional sacrifice for both of these give 
life. However, failing to comply with being 
followers of Mashiaj especially observing the 
Torah shall result in death. In this fashion, 
Aharon and his sons were charged officially 
with the service of offering the sacrifices and 
all other regular priestly duties commanded by 
Yahweh. 

We now rejoice because Mashiaj is the bearer 
of a greater hope so that we come closer to 
Yahweh. “For those priests were made without 
an oath; but this with an oath by him that said 
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unto him, ‘The Lord sware and will not repent, 
Thou art a priest for ever after the order of 
Melchitsedek’ (Ivrim/Hebrews 7:21).”  

After the solemnity of the ordainment, the 
kohanim must have remained faithful. 
However, the history of the Levitical Priesthood 
is a spot on our people. Here is a list of the 
mistakes they made; Yahweh is urging us not 
to repeat them for they also contributed to the 
dispersion of the people.  

1. The first sin: pride and presumptuousness. 
Vayikra/Leviticus 10:1-3. 

2. The offenses of the sons of Eli. It is almost 
beyond imagination that the sons of such 
great men as Aharon and Eli could act like 
that. Shmuel Alef/ Samuel 2:12-17, 27-29. 

3. Through the works of the prophets 
(Yeshayahu, Yirmiyahu, and many others), 
we learn that the negligence and 
rebelliousness of the kohanim was the 
major cause of apostasy in Yisrael and of 
the punishment thereof.  

4. After returning to Eretz Yisrael (after 
seventy years in the exile in Babylon), the 
kohanim had to put away their wives; and 
being guilty, and they offered a ram of the 
flock for their trespass. (Hezra/Ezra 10:18-
44). 

5. By the report of Malachi, in the last book of 
the First Covenant, we learn that that they 
were corrupt offering polluted bread read 
and blind, lame, and sick animals onto 
Yahweh. Malachi 1:6-8; 2:1-8.  

6. In the Besarot by Matityahu/Matthew, 
Markos/Mark, Hilel/Luke, 
Yohanan/John, and Maaseh 
Sheliajim/Acts, the kohanim appeared as 
a very corrupt political and religious faction. 
(Matityahu/Matthew 2:1-5; 26:3-4, 65-67; 
Yohanan/John 18:13-14, 19-24).  

This is a warning to the leaders of our times 
who minister the Word of Yahweh. We must 
preserve our garments of holiness because He 
who dressed us in fine linen may also dress us 
in rags if we are unfaithful. “Because thou 
servedst not YAHWEH thy Elohim with 
joyfulness, and with gladness of heart, for the 
abundance of all things; therefore, shalt thou 
serve thine enemies which YAHWEH shall 
send against thee, in hunger, and in thirst, and 
in nakedness, and in want of all things: and he 
shall put a yoke of iron upon thy neck, until he 
have destroyed thee (Devarim/Deuteronomy 
28:47-48).”  

In this parashah, we find the commandments 
one-hundred thirty-first to the one-hundred 
forty-eighth: 

 
131. Precept to remove the ashes from the 

altar every day. Vayikra 6:10. 
132. Precept to light the fire on the altar 

every day. Vayikra 6:13. 
133. Prohibition to put out the fire of the altar. 

Vayikra 6:13. 
134. Precept to eat the remainders of the 

flour oblations (menajot). Vayikra 6:16. 
135.  Prohibition to prepare the remainder of 

the flour oblation with jamets (with leaven). 
Vayikra 6:17. 

136. Precept for the Kohen Gadol to offer a 
flour oblation twice a day. Vayikra 6:20. 

137. Prohibition to eat the kohen’s flour 
oblation. Vayikra 6:23. 

138. Precept for the kohanim to offer the sin 
offerings (Jatat). Vayikra 6:25. 

139. Prohibition to eat the sin offering (Jatat) 
whose blood is sprinkled upon the altar in 
the Mishkan. Vayikra 6:30. 

140. Precept for the kohanim to offer the 
trespass offerings (Asham) by the 
specifications of the Torah. Vayikra 7:1. 
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141. Precept for the kohanim to offer the 
peace offerings (Shelamim) by the 
specifications of the Torah. Vayikra 7:1-2. 

142. Prohibition to leave any of the 
thanksgiving offerings (Shalmeh Todah) 
until the morning. Vayikra 7:15.  

143. Precept to burn the remainder of flesh 
of the sacrifice. Vayikra 7:17.  

144. Prohibition to eat from an offering 
considered to be pigul (that is, disqualified 
due to the intentions it was offered). 
Vayikra 7:18. 

145. Prohibition to eat from the offerings that 
became unclean. Vayikra 7:19. 

146. Precept to burn offerings that became 
unclean. Vayikra 7:19. 

147. Prohibition to eat fat. Vayikra 7:23. 
148. Prohibition to eat the blood of any beast 

or fowl. Vayikra 7:26.   
 

 

End of the Parasha 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Most of the 
commentaries in this parashah are by Dr, Ketriel 
Blad, a man of Yahweh, who has been gifted 
with great wisdom and insight concerning the 
concepts of the Mishkan and the related 
offerings. We are grateful to be able to use his 
wisdom and we honor his sapience.  
 

The commentaries are in accordance with the 

established doctrine of EMC SHALOM 

INTERNACIONAL as a ministry of the Hebrew 

Roots. The four pillars we adhere to and put 

forward in preaching –The Only Gospel- is the 

same message the first emissaries preached 

with one purpose: The Restoration of the 

Kingdom of Yisrael. Maaseh Shelujim/Acts 1:6 

and to address the diaspora of the House of 

Yisrael as written in Yaaqov/James 1:1; Kefa 

Alef/1 Peter 1:1. “ALL THE LOST HOUSE OF 

EFRAYIM.”Rab Shaul (Apostle Paul), the 

emissary to the Gentiles, was well aware that 

the main focus of his preaching was the 

dispersed twelve tribes of Yisrael known as “the 

lost sheep of the House of Yisrael” (Mello Ha 

Goyim), “the just among the nations.” This is 

fulfillment of that same promise made of 

YAHWEH unto our fathers unto which promise 

our twelve tribes, instantly serving YAHWEH 

day and night, hope to come. For which hope's 

sake, king Agrippa, I am accused of the Jews 

(Maaseh Shelujim/Acts 26:6-7).” 

PS: This document is discussed on a weekly 

basis in our internet classes every Shabbat from 

09:00 a.m. to 12:00 m. at www.gotomeeting.com  

Access ID for the EMC SHALOM 

INTERNACIONAL is 668-634-365).   

It is our wish that this material can further bless 
you and your loved ones in the comprehension 
of the Scriptures at a higher level. Leaving 
behind todays subjective and almost mystic 
message and pressing for the mark towards an 
objective message characterized by a better 
linguistic and idiomatic clarity set in the correct 
cultural context. Thus allowing us to have a 
solid interpretation of the biblical texts. 
 
All believers in the Elohim of the Bible have a 
common denominator and a single desire. And 
it is to establish a "revival" so powerful that it 
brings the presence of the King of kings and 
establishes his Kingdom once and for all; but 
the only thing that will bring this to the 
congregation of the saints of Yisrael is "THE 
BIBLE HISTORY" to return to the foundation 
and initial form of the Hebrew FAITH. And this 

http://www.gotomeeting.com/
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document, as well as the Torah class of each 
Shabbat is exactly that; to know the spiritual 
history of a "YISRAEL" people and to live as if 
we were the continuation and conclusion of this 
beautiful love story. 
 
We are very grateful for your contributions to 
our ministry. 
https://www.PayPal.me/emcshalom  
It is allowing us to go to greater excellence 
SHALOM LEKULAM. 

 


